Dr. Bates Speaks
To Student Body on N.Y. State Indians

At a special assembly last Friday morning, Dr. Bates, President of Delta Psi Kappa, an Indian fraternity, announced that he had been given the opportunity to talk to the student body on New York State Indians. Dr. Bates, who is a member of the group of the early inhabitants of this section of the country, discussed some of the characteristics of these early residents. He showed how the work carried on in Ithaca College may be viewed in the light of this early life of the Indians and how such activities as Indian powwows may be related to the early Indian dances.

Miss Greene Presents Ibsen’s “Doll’s House”

On Saturday evening, February 23, Miss Buelah Greene opened the dramatic recital season with a rendering of Ibsen’s well-known play “Doll’s House.”

Miss Greene is to be commended for her excellent performance of a play, recognized as one of Ibsen’s most difficult dramas especially when it is given as a monologue. In spite of a few limitations in voice and presentation, her interpretation showed that she understood well the extreme delicacy and subtlety of emotion and character. Her approach to the climactic action in each act displayed a very well-rounded, well-developed interpretation. The lines were unusually well-defined and the moods were maintained throughout. The positions were at times a bit confusing, but since she had definitely established her characteristics throughout, they were not too confusing in her presentation. Miss Greene conveyed in her tone and simplicity the keen suffering and mental anguish of Nora, whose struggle for freedom was eloquently shown in her speech and her make-up was a little too dramatic for the situations of the play. The positions were rather unconventional in voice and manner. She was, in general, of such fine caliber, that these few minor details were easily overlooked.

After the recital, a reception was held in the Green Room.

Holden, ‘33 Alumnus

writes to dean hall

John Holden, Ithaca College Physical Education Department, ‘33, has had his wish to coach his favorite sport, particularly basketball, at camp TVA, 10, located at LaFayette, Tenn.

This is a better known around school has turned out a champion basketball team. Late winter, the three teams will play to determine the best team for the State of Tennessee. Camp 10, after winning the Tournament Saturday, will represent Tennessee.

Please tell Mr. Yavitts that all his labors did not go to waste when he was able to visit his alma mater. John helden who coached a basketball

team. From the looks of things, the boys are doing well.

Remember me to Mr. Forman and Dr. Davis and tell them I hope to be able to see them this Thursday when I return to campus. I do hope how Ithaca College was doing in baseball last year. Miss Bue Baker, head of the dramatic department at Keuka has made arrangements for the entertainment of the visitors.

Leave for Florida

Dr. and Mrs. Martin, and Waldo, by automobile for Florida Tuesday. Dr. Bates will be gone for several weeks.

First Debate of I.C. Proves Home Team Has Forensic Ability

Last Friday evening the first inter-collegiate debate was held in the College debate club, furnished definite proof that this college has a club that can go toe-to-toe with any forensic circle.

St. Lawrence University on the question, Resolved: ‘That Local Public Utilities Should be Municipally Owned, and the Negative on the question, presented, was seemingly at-night tight, based on her logic and reasoning proved a difficult problem for the Alfred team. The arguments of the Ithaca team was too large and gave to find good answers to the many questions presented by Alfred.

The highlights of the program were the speeches of Miss Mae E. Conners, which proved that humor can be made a weapon in a debate; and the second negative rebuttal by Michael W. F. McCusker, which lost his impetus at the affirmative over five minutes the affirmative on the negative, created a grand display of the dramatic. Nevertheless he handled his parts impressively and the opposition found them well-nigh improbable.

Mr. Willard Dorgan gave the affirmative on the question and the staff which debaters are, made, was absolutely outdone by the team’s ‘interchangeable illusionation and addition of the infallible Dorgan.

The Alfred team was a well-rounded and united group. Mr. Pasta, who was at disadvantage in the actual debate in the matter of knowledge of the history of the question as well as the timeliness, thus limiting his time for argument, but the time allotted to him to good advantage.

The key-spoker of the affirmative.

(Continued on page three)

Recent Broadcast of Choir Outstanding

Congratulations are due Mrs. Martha E. Williams of the College Choir for their excellent program over the radio Thursday evening, March 1. The reception locally was excellent from town to city for this program and effects achieved by the group. Each part was equally successful in its entrance, and every singer was given to all. The program in its entirety was that the sale of the choir and the group’s musical talent. Carnell revealed a pleasing turn to many listeners, and Dusa Biddle sounded well as the soprano in Singh of India. Miss Carnell’s more mentioned piece was most effectively arranged by far. The second trip of the last year, Estelle Susan, starring Department of Dramatics, was the first. The music, Miss Bue Baker, head of the dramatic department at Keuka has made arrangements for the entertainment of the visitors.

One Act Plays to Be Taken to Keuka, Mar. 6

The four original one act plays to be presented in the Little Theatre through the efforts of the Dramatics Club have been scheduled to appear at Keuka College next evening of March 6. The program of plays to be taken is as seen before, here being presented, the use of the stage.

This is the second trip of the Ithaca group to the last year, Estelle Susan, starring Department of Dramatics, was the first. Mrs. Mike Baker, head of the dramatic department at Keuka has made arrangements for the entertainment of the visitors.

The Leave for Florida

Dr. and Mrs. Martin, and Waldo, by automobile for Florida Tuesday. Dr. Bates will be gone for several weeks.

Piano Selections Dominate the Program; Development in Individuals Noticed

Only Three Recitants New to The Program

The student recital of February 22, in the auditorium, was primarily a classical, critically minded, as well as one of pure musical enjoyment. After the usual fashion, piano selections dominated the program. In this instance, the talent of Youth in Harriet Beaton was noted by the timely introduction of the solo, as well as some of the less common solo instruments.

Of particular interest to the observers was the evident evidence in a number of the recitatives. In the case of Harriet Beaton, he could not refrain from remembering his debut of a year past, at the contest, leaving with the performer an impression of her rare natural beauty of his music upon the audience. Likewise, Alice Harriet Gray has notably improved in poise and manner of expression. Further analysis of the recitalist’s performance turns the three of the recitables, this evening, point of view, that their career had materially improved once since their last appearance.

For the stage, it seems that Harriet Gray is gaining the favor of the audience through her effective ability to express an idea.

Permitting the digestion, let us follow the progress of the recitalist’s appearance until its apprehension.

Becoming the Cloister, his quiet forte marked by recorded music, his features appear more than it serves itself away into the silence through ruins. This then is a needed mark in making way for Griggs’ wistful "Soltog’s" Song. Not content, the trum­ peters' interpreters did not grasp the impression.

The first scene: rich melody, bright vivacity—yet out unmeaning of tender came before: "Canario minore?" Charming delight, Griggs niggles at the hands of "Griggs of the Cloister," an engaging manner. The true full tone of the ancient Cloister, Mrs. Carol Burroughs, in "Pierce me fa a mius," which came to life at the hands of Stephen Sayles, who sang this piece with the sound andision at the eerie strains of Larry’s "Ghost Dance" before the close of act one in our impressive manner of sound.

Chappel, then Dubhney, tantalizingly tuneless in his "Fireworks," and the voice is on Two striking pictures, to many listeners, and Dorcas Boydie. This last mentioned piece was that, Lang Island U. made an effort, and the scenes that, Lang Island U. holds one of the group.

The Program Although presented for the State affair and after they picked the first one taken by the group.

"Eugene Onegin" and the female characters were at a loss for words, after they picked the first one taken by the group. The play was a reappearance—an unques­ tioned triumph of the art work.

A story from the north "Balletts," in the program, they had to do a lot of work. And Miss Bue Baker, head of the dramatic department at Keuka has made arrangements for the entertainment of the visitors.

The Leave for Florida

Dr. and Mrs. Martin, and Waldo, by automobile for Florida Tuesday. Dr. Bates will be gone for several weeks.

WRESTLING TEAM VS. ST. LAWRENCE, MARE. 2

The wrestling team will try to retain some of the honors it won when they met the St. Lawrence University grapplers here on March 2. The Ithaca College men are better than the Ithaca boys during this season, and if the local lads try harder than than did against the J. V.’s of Cornell prospects for a victory seem very good. For the first time the wrestling for the Ithaca team and a victory over Ithaca throughout the whole season. These lads are the best team that the local chapter has produced in the history of the program.

March 1, Today
One Act Plays
March 2, tomorrow
One Act Plays
March 3, Sunday
Wrestling at St. Lawrence Uni.
March 4, Monday
Banquet and Formal Dinner
March 5, Tuesday
Basketball Owage State College
March 8, Friday
Basketball Mechanics Insti-
BAGATELLES
By A. Proctor

It is in the cards evidently that sligh rules are not meant for Ithaca College people... In contract bridge one peak is worth a million dollars... the procedure can only be attributed to a school teacher.

Ithaca College versus the Ithaca High School in a snowball fight... some area resulted... well Boys, everything's... The Rambus... disappointing... K. It's his song... "Bodly and Scholl..." that freshman who thought Bagatelles meant ridels... Columbus discovers... the old Ramapo Church... The girls in the dining hall singing for "Ply Egg..." in the long run a de... it is for the benefit of the students... The boys in D-l and A-3 are the premiers to be interesting...

Like we said before, why does it take so much effort and money, such lies and stories, such displays of bonds and lies to trace me to hight and low? Why, despite all the effort, do so few men volunteer that a compulsory draft is absolutely necessary?

Hamlin College choir to appear with Alexander Woulsten on WABC... looking forward... "Vesper Singers" by Burtmackly.

Three button coats for men coming back... all kind dominates package this spring with blue or white... black, and... washed red... quilted stuff is still par... Prints still in the running... The secret-of-effect for men invading Ithaca... It is rumored that the lady who took the little brown bottle is known... it has been noted that Ackerman, U. in "commune"... is sure to read Hop Holten's letter to Dean Hall... Everyone in school should read--"How is Your Speech?" in the current issue of the Readers' Diary... Noted the following... "Un... remembered as the old rain..." it's needing as the washer's wish... Ed Wynn says a bluster is something that looks for while the ink dries!

Miss Napoleon designs her own wardrobe... If you can get a chance read... the Irene Guthrie Tar... you'll find that them as different as they are intriguing... So many pubs on Patience... trite usually... Mr. Harrington should know...

Who was it that said one should have his friends and enemies will... they're usually the same people... The Polian next month... then Spring... then Summer... then Fall... then Winter... I should think they'd get tired... If it self and all society is a group of.... One can imagine entanglements galore...

Glistening February sun drawing snow... a silver bridal bride... Gold night... Gold stars... Cold mean looking for the silver beads... Cold... People who ask questions and tell tales away from the main topic are such obvious killers... March, April, and May... then... graduation and white clothes... Henry... Mr. Cruifilde passes tests and comes home on a sleeper... FLASH... will arrive in New York... 21 stop keeping home fire burning till then... (signed) Spring... Only 299 days till Christmas... 

Student Recital Offers
Evening of Enjoyable Music

Contended from Japan

violone, Frances Napoli, rang down the curtain.

Abounding pictures of the fancy, new--owners in front stage to find traces of careful training gratifying application. Can not we overload the indispensable furnishings of the house, students--the three students, accompanying, Harry Canley, Katherine Henry, and Dorothy Burch, were very catered to, furnishing the supporting background for the music play. And so the fourth student recital has become history, according to the minutes of Ithaca College.

Fashion Notes
By Collegiate Digest

Ridiculous Good!... Well, if you are fortunate in that the other two--for a trip to the multitudinous of these blasty days, we are well on the road to finding out what you should wear on the beach. Of course this will also serve as a lot of advance information on what to wear in the northern resorts this summer...

The fiddler was moved to Ithaca... from the European waterfront... it is the heavy ribbed, much obwouted white swimming trunk... with the ribbed construction... having the same effect...

Along with the old beach suit, of course, is a model... which are credited to the Breton sailors as originators. This also comes in the often worn in the belgian lines, which cloth has recently been adopted as ideal swimmers. This suit would be more an outfit that... to be worn... in the sun... notice that... your swimming trunks under a pair of grey flannel slacks.

Another tip!... The smothered beach style suits, which are credited to the Breton sailors as originators. This also comes in the often found in the belgian line, which cloth has recently been adopted as ideal swimmers. This suit would be more an outfit that... to be worn... in the sun... notice that... your swimming trunks under a pair of grey flannel slacks.

The popular styles of the button-down, collar-attached shirt has prevailed many models that deviate as far from the original of this good-looking collar fashion shirt... both of which can be worn to collar which... The new designs seem to have forgotten... the sea-going style... and it seems that button-down collars can really be anything... practically any design of collar or shirt...

To be a worthy son of the father, and therefore, be truly smart and fashionable, this shirt must have that... appearance that comes from a collar that fits fairly high on the neck and has an added fineness between... it joins the necktie and... it... The new designs seem to have forsaken... the sea-going style... and it seems that button-down collars can really be anything... practically any design of collar or shirt...

To be a worthy son of the father, and therefore, be truly smart and fashionable, this shirt must... the sea-going style... and it seems that button-down collars can really be anything... practically any design of collar or shirt...

The Elevator Man

would be, probably, the best man to write to, you'd take up more languages than most of us do.

And, if you're not, it, you'll take skillful words to make you sit... in an... ad... what you've really got to look in a minute...

How... I ask you... can you see how you'd look in one of these clever 1935 tups unless you're in one?

And... also... can you look at a picture and see those new gab-ordine suits will set off your money better.

Would you be content to shut your eyes... gape... and wear any old shape of hat your fingers happened to be in.

Of course you wouldn't... so let's stop arguing...
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Phoenix Creates these New Colors to Harmonize with Your Spring Costume

TURF—for early Spring to wear with navy or bright blue.
JOICY—for late Spring. Browns and wine red tone.
SADDLE—to wear with greys and yellows.
PIJDDOCK—a smart companion for reds and navys.
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COLORED ENLARGEMENTS
Bring us your negatives of your favorite snapshots for enlarging and coloring. You will be delighted with the work we do; yet it's very inexpensive. We'll gladly give you a prior estimate.

HEADS CAMERA STORE
109 N. Aurora St.
Photo Supplies Photo Finishing
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THE NORTH SIDE PHARMACY

ITHACA SAVINGS BANK

Tixaig Street—Corner Sessa
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Have Your Shoes Repaired by One of the Most Up-to-date Shoe Shops in the Country

Joseph Coatsen
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Have your shoes repaired by one of the most

up-to-date shoe shops in the country.

Joseph Coatsen

217 E. State St.
Dial 9510

Ithaca City College Campus

JEFF ROWELL of the Freshman class was a special guest at the first Baptist Church on last Sunday morning.

MARVIN GODFREY, piano, IRIS GLOU, violin Martha Holland, organ, and Elizabeth Luscher, planned and directed a program at the Knights of Columbus Hall High Sunday evening.

MISS ELIZABETH EDDY of last year's graduating class is at her home in Potsfield, Massachusetts, this year, and is appearing in a production of "The Millionaire" by the common-church of that city.

Miss Agnes Welch of Orchard Park, Missihng, Miss Eileen O'Hara, and Gladys Fain were a part of the choir at the First Baptist Church last Sunday.

Miss Frances Smith and Mr. John Linneman are the names of the Miss Smith, in Deanshaw, last Sat­

day.

Mr. Edwin Brown, graduate of Ithaca Conservatory of Music, is in Ithaca for a brief nioniun. Mr. Frost is associated with the Eastman Symphony in Rochester.
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Wrestlers Bow To Cornell J. V.s

The hill Ithaca wrestling team showed the way to a crippled 1-1, Cora Saturday afternoon by a 23-0 score. Many in the 118 pound class was the only point getter for the Golden team, although "Mert" Roberts obtained a draw in the 126 pound class. Garrand and Chazar in wrestling in their first bouts gave the fans something to cheer about with their ag­gressive tactics.

BASKETBALL TO ENGAGE OSWEGO NORMAL WED.

Ithaca College engages the first Oswego Normal team, Wednesday at the Seneca Street Gym in what will probably be the fastest game on the 14th of this year's schedule. The Normalites have been some of the best in the State this year and the home teams in these last few weeks have been able to play some pretty easy cassette (keep up). The final game of the year will be with the Mechanics Institute team of Rochester, on the home court.

Not much is known about Mechan­ics except that they have always played well against the Blue and Gold.

The game is scheduled for March 8.

Dela Phi Faculty Tea

The Delphi sorority will give an April Faculty Tea, at the house, Sunday, March 3 from three until five o'clock. The Tea is given in honor of Founders Day, which is March 6.

ATWATER'S
Everything
To
EAT

![Image]

I SAY! I SAY! Have you tried that Chocolate Milkshake

Ice Cream 10 Cents
AT FRED'S Sessa St.

IDEAL
RESTAURANT

Regular Meals - Sandwiches - Snacks

Students' Readers-

LOOKS!
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ONLY PENCIL
SHOE BOXING

only 40c

Box of 500 Students FREE!

A genuine SCHLIEPER. Pencil quick and easy to write. Students' art supplies. 50c for 500; 80c for 1000.

Hickey Lyceum Music Store

105-109 South Cayuga St.
CYPHERS WRITES HOME

In the Infirmary

Dear Now and Paw,

Congratulations! What do you suppose I get? The medals, and I'm getting part of my infirmary fee back. I feel kind of like a sissy havin' them, but I got me so I guess I'll have to make the most of 'em. I look very pretty like a trout. I got a nice bed which is a little bit too short and lifts up at one end and glides when I climb in it. I get three free meals a day for which I paid ten dollars and I have a very nice nurse.

Well the little muscle bugs is sort of curious so I guess I won't try to write any more.

Love,
Your needy son,

Cephus

FROSH DEFEAT

COOK ACADEMY

The fresh showed their superiority over the Cook Academy quint, Wednesday night at the home gym when they came through with a 32-16 victory.

It seemed that Cook limited their playing to one not very clever pluggish tactics. "Dish" Roche played some fine basketball besides being high man with 12 counters. Andrews and Bierce placed close behind Roche in scoring.

CONCERT BAND TO START TOUR MONDAY

The Concert Band of Ithaca College under the direction of Walter Beeler will start a week's tour of northern New York State, Monday, March 4, 1935.

This tour is advantageous along many lines, both for members of the organization and for the audiences. An endeavor of this type will give the band men a taste of truly professional work; a better view of public school activities, and a much better idea of audience reaction by playing to different people in various auditoriums.

Students of the many high schools to be visited will have their ideals in band music established, and will have a better appreciation of finer works.

Mr. Beeler has selected a wide group of possible concert numbers including modern works, novelties, and solo numbers. The solos to be featured on the tour are Mr. McHenry, Rufus Ren, Joel DeLuv, Glenn Brown, Cameron Calleza, and Charles Mockler.

Among the diverse numbers to be heard on the tour are: "Finkadula", Jean Sibelius, Chorus Chorale arr. by Wm. Schnell; "Das Land of Home", Male chorus; "Dorothy Rhineland", Wagner; "Beethoven, Ravel; "Handel", Colby; "Prelude", Rhapsody; "Guernsey Rhapsody", Chabrier; "Carmen"

"Southern Wedding", Lotter; "Entry of the Bayards", Halverson; "Espana Rhapsodic", Chabrier; "Rosamonde", Schubert; "Suite of Serenades", Herbert

MARRIAGE

Marriage: Cornelia Belle States, to Frank L. Rodden at Joliet, Ill., December 31, 1934.

Although the term had some "tough breaks" while on the New York trip, the trip itself proved both interesting and educational. While coming from East Stroudsburg to New York the boys stopped in Flemington (scene of the Hauptmann Trial) and visited the now famous Court House. A couple of the fellows got souvenirs.

While in New York most of the team availed themselves of the opportunities afforded by New York and saw the new musical comedy "Thumbs Up."

Over the last week-end many of the Phy Eds were glad to see old friends such as, Dave Massewell, Mason Corfiz and Frank Axelrod. Others were quite disappointed not to see Dick Schen, Hop Howdy and Joe O'Brien. They were all "snowed in" in their respective homes.

The Inter-university League better known as the Au League, is rapidly drawing to a close. There is only two more weeks. At this writing Temple and Penn are tied for first place with 4 wins and 2 losses. N. Y. U. and Holy Cross are pushing them hard. Columbia holds undisputed claim to last place. Ken Moodly, Mark Meek, Mike Caravan, Copy Lovecchi and Bill Lyons are the leading scorers.

Who was the Phy Ed who joined the "400" and was sick on Riverside Drive? The Phi E. K. house was quite deserted and quiet over the week-end. Meek, Colliner and Miller visited Hamburg (and Meek's girl in Allison-town.) "Harp" Clark was away with the team, "Mac" Letts was in attendance as a dance giver by Connendall Normal. Barney Goodfeifer was also in New York as the manager of Basketball. Dick Dorf acted as host to a school teacher from Sidney. Ithaca knows her as Grace Van Zant. Now Ellwold tried hard to keep things going by throwing a snowball through his own window.

If Mr. Yavits had any luck at cash Monday night at the Buddy Boy Ball, we know he enjoyed himself. He did enjoy dancing.

Some of the Phy Eds are turning dramatic students to be in George Hoerner's play "Simon Puck." Incredibly don't forget to get the tickets from the back office and be there.

THE ITHACAN: MARCH 1, 1935

DEPARTURE

"KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS"

MONDAY: WEDNESDAY
9-11 RIOTS BONELLI
SATURDAY: SUNDAY
11-1 RIOTS BONELLI
9-11 KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P.M. (E. T.)—COLUMBIA NETWORK

THE SELECTION, BUYING AND PREPARATION OF THE RIGHT KINDS OF TURKISH TOBACCO FOR MAKING CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES IS A BUSINESS IN ITSELF...

We have buyers in all the tobacco markets of Turkey and Greece, including Xanthi, Cavalla, Smyrna and Samsoun.

And at Smyrna Chesterfield has built the most modern tobacco plant in the Near East.

Here the spicy, aromatic Turkish leaf is sorted and graded under the eyes of our own tobacco men.

Then it is put away to age in its own climate for two years or more to make it milder and better-tasting.

When you blend and cross-breed the right kinds of aromatic Turkish tobacco with mild ripe home-grown tobaccos as we do in Chesterfield you have...

The cigarette that's milder the cigarette that tastes better.

On the air...

MONDAY WEDNESDAY SATURDAY
LUCERNA LUCERNA LUCERNA
LILY LILY LILY
RICHARD RICHARD RICHARD
BONELLI BONELLI BONELLI
KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS

9 P.M. (E. T.)—COLUMBIA NETWORK

Handling Turkish tobacco in the Liggett & Myers modern factory at Smyrna, Turkey.